Eight Advantages of
OnRAMP for FedRAMP
Authorization
Get your product FedRAMP authorized and to the
market faster

The OnRAMP program
from ORock and
immixGroup made the
certification process
exactly what it is
supposed to be: fast,
easy, affordable, and
compliant.”
Chris Beckford
President and CEO
eTRANSERVICES

When you are ready to pursue FedRAMP authorization, there is a faster
and easier way that can save you time and money vs. doing it yourself
or outsourcing to multiple consultants. OnRAMP is an all-inclusive
turnkey program that streamlines the authorization process and
accelerates your journey to FedRAMP compliance. OnRAMP will
expedite what can otherwise be a long, expensive and complicated
process.
With OnRAMP, you leverage a one-stop-shop of highly-regarded
experts, hosting and compliance services. The OnRAMP team acts on
your behalf to complete every component of the process, from initial
planning and evaluation through delivery of your FedRAMP-authorized
SaaS applications via government contracts and channel partners.
Through OnRAMP you gain access to all the hosting, compliance
expertise, technical resources and route-to-market assistance you need,
all in one package, so you can get to the FedRAMP Marketplace faster,
at a much lower cost and with dramatically reduced complexity and risk.
OnRAMP is available to you through immixGroup, a leading valueadded federal IT distributor that helps technology companies grow
their public sector business. The OnRAMP team includes highly
experienced, leading technology companies in security: ORock
Technologies, Coalfire and Schellman and Company.
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The Advantages of OnRAMP for FedRAMP
GOVERNMENT SPONSORSHIP
OnRAMP’s team of experts will guide both you
and your government customers through the
sponsorship process.

CONTROLS & DOCUMENTATION
Our security experts write your SSP and manage
all documentation on an ongoing basis. Coalfire
then gives the SSP a comprehensive review.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Designated project managers control the
process from start to finish, managing all
meetings and communications and submitting
all necessary documentation.

ASSESSMENT BY A 3PAO
Schellman and Company reviews your SSP on
behalf of the government. Assessment services
are included within the program cost of OnRAMP
at a fixed price.

COMPLIANT CLOUD HOSTING ENVIRONMENT
Your application is hosted in ORock’s secure,
compliant, open source cloud environment,
authorized at the FedRAMP Moderate level.
You’ll inherit 80 percent of the controls your
application will need, which speeds up the process
significantly.

SAAS APPLICATION MANAGEMENT
The OnRAMP program provides US-based
engineers and security specialists from ORock to
manage and maintain your SaaS applications in
ORockCloud. NOC and SOC analysts help manage the
underlying cloud infrastructure and network so you don’t
have to.

FedRAMP
BRANDING GUIDANCE
TRAINED PERSONNEL
CONTINUOUS MONITORING
The OnRAMP team includes ORock’s in-house
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By getting listed on the FedRAMP Marketplace, you can help your government customers meet
their FedRAMP security mandates, save money and migrate to the cloud while growing your
public sector business. It can be a long and risky road, but you don’t have to travel it alone.
Partnering with a team of experts through programs such as OnRAMP allows you to achieve
authorization faster and at a fraction of the cost. The result is a streamlined, simple, and lower-cost
road to FedRAMP authorization.
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To learn more about OnRAMP:

Contact immixGroup
cloudteam@immixgroup.com or visit our website
www.immixgroup.com/fedramp

Contact ORock Technologies
sales@orocktech.com or visit our website
www.orocktech.com
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